
Day 30

ClickTrackProfit

We're going out with a bang today!

As we're finishing up the 30 day challenge, we've got a few VERY important lessons inside the 
CTPtalk module to finish!

Take special note of the Buy & Sell lesson, the importance of using proper TAGS! And of 
course....The CTP Miner ;)

When you have completed this task: ____________ Check it off!

ListNerds

30 days!

We hope this challenge has highlighted the importance of effective email marketing but also given
you the knowledge needed to excel at this effective form of marketing.

Remember....

People before profits!

Always remember that behind every email address on your list is a real person...!

https://www.clicktrackprofit.com/
https://www.listnerds.com/


If you make them a priority and that the focus of your marketing, you will build amazing 
relationships with your list!

And in turn, see remarkable results!

When you have completed this task: _________________ Check it off!

Plus1Success

We mentioned in day 5 or so that only about 95% of people that begin a challenge, ever make it 
through a full week!

So even less make it through an ENTIRE month!

Now it's time to revisit what you have learned and put it into practice.  Remember your journal? 
Pull it out and start looking at what you have been writing down over the past few weeks!

The habits are being formed but it's NOT the time to stop....Keep pushing and building these into 
your daily schedule! 

When you have completed this task: _________________ Check it off!

That's it!!! Day 30!!!

So now, get out there, tell the world you have completed THE challenge and use that hashtag to 
bring others to #3StepsNoExcuses :)

Special note: Make sure you make a post on Hive / CTPtalk about your experience over the past 
30 days! Use the hash tag above and share it on our Telegram group!

We've got some rewards planned for ya ;)

https://www.plus1success.com/

